FRIDAY LETTER
MARCH 6, 2020

ADMINISTRATION – HENRY LAWRENCE, CITY ADMINISTRATOR
City Recorder, Cindy Hughes, CMC
At the March 10th City Council meeting, the following items will be presented for deliberation or
discussion:


Resolution No. 2020-05 A Resolution proclaiming Arbor Week as April 6-10, 2020 in
the City of Eagle Point, Arbor Day Celebration on April 10, 2020, and authorizing the
Mayor to sign the Arbor Day Proclamation.



Resolution No. 2020-06. A Resolution approving the Jackson County Deadly Physical
Force Plan, Revised June 22, 2018, and rescinding Resolution No. 2019-12.



Discussion on the Pavement Management Program.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
City Council – March 10th – 6:00 p.m. – City Hall
Planning Commission – March 17, 2020 – 6:00 p.m. – City Hall
City Council – March 24th – 6:00 p.m. – City Hall
Community Development Commission – May 5th – 5:00 p.m. – City Hall
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FINANCE – MELISSA OWENS, FINANCE DIRECTOR
Budget and Projections
The budget process has begun. We are looking at trends in revenues such as property taxes,
franchise fees, state revenue sharing, building activity, and utility fees. This gives us the biggest
components of the revenue for the many of the funds in the budget. We are also reviewing trends
in expenses such as utilities, supplies, materials, insurance, payroll and benefits, and projects.
This gives us the routine components of the expenses in each fund.
I am currently working on the 10 year projections for payroll and personnel related costs (PERS,
Insurance, etc.). This information is used as part of the 10 year projections and is also included in
the budget. Looking at both projections (future years) and trend (previous years) are critical.
Projection reports are much like 10 years of budgets. Keeping them updated is fairly complex as
we look 10 years into the future. Anticipating the costs of payroll, payroll related expenses,
health insurance, PERS and capital projects costs can be difficult because the costs can fluctuate
greatly over 10 years. That is one of the reasons that it is important to update them twice per year
or as updated information becomes available.
HR
Interviews were held for the position of City Administrator. A background investigation is under
way.
We are currently recruiting for the Public Works Operations Supervisor position.
Interviews were held for the position a Public Works Laborer position. Interviews were held. A
background investigation is underway. If the candidate passes the background investigation he
will be scheduled for a pre-employment physical.
Harnish Wayside
The City pays park hosts to keep the visitor center open Thursday – Sunday during the summer.
Over the last several years the Eagle Point/Upper Rogue Chamber has coordinated volunteers to
keep the center open Monday – Wednesday during the summer. The volunteer coordinator for
the Chamber notified us that she will not be doing the coordination any longer. As a result, we
will begin coordination with volunteers from Eagle Point/Upper Rogue Chamber. We have a list
of volunteers from last year and hope that most of them will want to continue volunteering.
IT
Electronic Meter Reading System
We have installed about 100 of the new cellular registers. The cellular registers will be used for
all new meter installs and in all cases where registers need to be replaced.
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Cartegraph Implementation
Another large project is the implementation of Cartegraph – The asset management and work
order system. This system will have some integration with our current Utility Billing System. For
the most part, it is a free standing system. It is very powerful and should serve us for many years
to come. We have been gathering the data required for the system. With training and gathering
the data it has been somewhat time consuming and has been a joint effort with Finance and
Public Works working on the data and the processes. Projected ‘Go Live’ date will be in April.
These are some of the additional IT projects that we are working on. Many of these are projects
that take several months to complete.






We use Small Business Server and Microsoft Exchange to manage our servers and to host
our email. Both are reaching end of life this year. We are current researching the best
options for us.
With any upgrade to Small Business Server and Microsoft Exchange we will have to
upgrade our version of Microsoft Office to a newer version. Our current version will not
continue to work.
Incode will be updating the Business License and Building Permit modules that are part
of our financial system. These two upgrades are moving the modules to a new platform.
We are excited about this change. We have been working with Incode for more than a
year to give them input on suggested changes and improvements to the system.
We will be working on a Cyber Security Policy and handbook this year. We are also
scheduled to do a security audit of our computer security system. This is a critical
element required by our cyber security insurance policy. There have been quite a few
cities, counties and hospitals in Oregon and California that have recently been hit with
ransomware. Ransomware will stop the agency in their tracks. We have been working to
make sure that we are as protected and as prepared as possible.

POLICE – DARIN MAY, POLICE CHIEF
Department Training
Corporal Anselmi attended the Northwest Leadership Seminar – 20/20 Vision, The Focus of
Leadership. Two department members attended Emergency Preparedness training sponsored by
SAIF.
Public Safety
The following information was provided by Jackson County Health and Human Services on
March 4, 2020:
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention, Oregon Health Authority Public Health
Division (OHA), and Jackson County Public Health are closely following an outbreak of a new
coronavirus that began in Wuhan City, China, in December 2019. Health officials are still
learning about this illness, so advice may change as more information becomes available.
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What We Know
COVID-19 is a new disease caused by a novel (or new) coronavirus that has not previously been
seen in humans. It is not the same as the human coronaviruses that commonly circulate among
humans and cause mild illness, like the common cold. Other outbreaks of coronaviruses, like
“SARS” and “MERS”, have caused serious illness. COVID-19 spreads through person to person
contact. Symptoms can be mild or severe and can include cough, fever, and trouble breathing.
Older people and people with other medical conditions may be at higher risk of severe illness. It
can take anywhere from 2 to 14 days for a person exposed to the virus to have symptoms.
The first reported case of this virus in the United States was in Washington State on January 21st
in a person who had recently traveled to Wuhan, China. The first case in Oregon was reported on
February 28, 2020, a resident of Washington County. The individual had neither had a history of
travel to a country where the virus was circulating, nor is believed to have had close contact with
another confirmed case—the two most common sources of exposure. Oregon Health Authority is
reporting on the number of persons under investigation and persons being monitored. please visit
their site for accurate information www.healthoregon.org/coronavirus.While we are still learning
about how COVID-2019 affects people, older persons and persons with pre-existing medical
conditions (such as high blood pressure, heart disease, lung disease, cancer or diabetes) appear to
develop serious illness more often than others.
What is Happening Locally
Jackson County Public Health activated its incident management team on February 10, 2020, to
focus our efforts on planning and responding to the novel coronavirus. Jackson County Public
Health is following the CDC and Oregon Health Authority (OHA) guidelines and is monitoring
people that have possibly been exposed to COVID-19 based on travel or known exposure.
Jackson County Public Health is actively collaborating with the OHA, local EMS, and healthcare
partners to ensure an effective and safe response should a person under monitoring
develop symptoms. There is also active collaboration occurring with schools and other
businesses to assist with planning and responding to COVID-19.
What Actions Can You Take Everyday to Prevent the
Spread of the Flu, Common Cold, and COVID-19?








-Cover your coughs and sneezes with a tissue and then
throw the tissue in the trash.
-Wash your hands often with soap and water for 20
seconds. If soap and water are not readily available, use
an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least
60% alcohol.
-Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
-Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with
unwashed hands.
-Clean and disinfect surfaces that are often touched.
-Take care of your health overall. Staying current on
your vaccinations, including flu vaccine, eating well and
exercising all help your body stay resilient.
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-Consult CDC’s travel website for any travel advisories and steps to protect yourself if you plan
to travel outside of the US.
-Stay informed about the situation and make the information is from a credible resource
-211 information is available to answer your general questions
-OHA Emerging Respiratory Disease page: www.healthoregon.org/coronavirus
-CDC COVID-19 page: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
-CDC travel notice: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices
-CDC Interim Guidance: Get Your Household Ready for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
-CDC Interim Guidance: Interim Environmental Cleaning and Disinfection Recommendations
for U.S. Households with Suspected or Confirmed Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
CDC does not recommend that people who are well wear a facemask to protect themselves from
respiratory illnesses, including COVID-19. A facemask should be used by people who are sick
with the common cold, flu or COVID-19. This is to protect others from the risk of getting
infected. The use of facemasks also is crucial for health workers and other people who are taking
care of someone infected with COVID-19 in close settings. If you are feeling sick with mild
symptoms and do not need to see medical care, stay home while you recover. If you are sick and
plan to seek care, please call before going in for care so arrangements can be made to prevent
exposing others. For urgent medical needs, call 911.
Up-to-date information, resources, and additional recommendations can be found by visiting:
http://jacksoncountyor.org/hhs/General/News-Information/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-42
Community Policing
The last few weeks we’ve had multiple reports of thefts from vehicles from several areas in
town. As part of the investigation we worked with neighbors to obtain footage from security
cameras that proved very helpful in our investigation. It’s unfortunate that criminals think it’s
okay to prey on unsuspecting neighborhoods and take advantage of innocent people. The good
news is we live in amazing community where we look out for each other. We always encourage
neighbors to keep an eye out for each other and always call in suspicious persons or activity to
non-emergency at (541) 776-7206. For emergencies call 911. We strongly encourage residents
not to leave vehicles unlocked or valuables in vehicles.
While we are on the subject we would also like to give a reminder to be careful what you post
online. While the vast majority of neighbors who may be friends or part of a community group or
page have good intentions, we know that the criminal element in our community also monitors
social media groups and pages. A well intentioned comment or post may give the criminal
element inside information about you or a neighbor’s property that they will use to commit a
crime.
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Code Enforcement

New Code Enforcement Cases - February 2020
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February was a busy month for Code Enforcement as we managed 30 new cases, including:
 4 Abandoned vehicle and/or parking enforcement cases
 1 Accumulation of trash/junk/disabled vehicles case
 6 Animal problem cases
 1 Chronic nuisance property case
 3 Neighborhood/civil dispute cases
 3 Misc. ordinance cases
 1 Lost/Found property case
 1 Public ROW violation case
 1 Marijuana odor case
 7 Public hazard cases
 1 Nuisance vegetation case
 1 Foreclosed property case
In addition to these new cases, we investigated numerous complaints that did not end up rising to
the level of violations. We have also spent quite a bit of time working with residents on active
abatement plans and managing abatement cases. In addition, there are multiple penalty
abatement cases currently underway on chronic nuisance properties that take quite a bit of time
to administer and manage. So far in March we are working on new cases including public safety
hazards, abandoned vehicles, animal problems, junk accumulation, and neighborhood
disputes/complaints. In addition, we have been handling many calls from citizens with questions
regarding codes and ordinances that aren’t tracked in the above stats.
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PARKS AND RECREATION – ROBERT MILLER, P.E., PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
Community Development Commission
The Community Development Commission is continuing to review updates to the Parks and
Recreation Master Plan, including the review of level of service for parks. The level of service
identifies how many acres of developed and undeveloped parkland are currently available for
Eagle Point, and how many acres the City should purchase and develop for the future. The
current goals of the master plan recommend 7.5 acres of developed parkland per 1,000 residents,
increasing to 10 acres of developed land when the population of Eagle Point reaches 10,000.
The Commission at its February meeting concurred to continue the current level of service goals,
pursuing the development of current parkland owned by the City of Eagle Point.
The Master Plan sets the framework for future park improvements and priorities, including
recent community discussions on a potential pickleball expansion, skate park, and dog park.
Next steps include a review of current park amenities, recommended improvements, park
priorities, and updated mapping for the master plan.
At the February Commission meeting the shade structures were selected for Lucas Park. The
shade structures have been ordered, and will be located near the existing playground. The
structures at the Eagle Point Splash Park were used as the example.
The next meeting of the Community Development Commission is scheduled for Tuesday, May
5, 2020 at 5 pm. The street tree ordinance will also be discussed at that meeting. If you have
any suggestions on park improvements or recreation programs for the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan, please contact the City Robert Miller robertmiller@cityofeaglepoint.org or (541)
826-4212 ext 105) or attend the next Community Development Commission meeting.

Safe Routes to School Program
Alta Planning+Design completed the draft Eagle Point Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Plan. Alta
Planning+Design is the consultant organizing and managing the plan. The City initiated the
grant, and was one of only 14 agencies statewide to receive the grant, funded entirely by ODOT.
The draft plan with recommendations is posted for review and comment on the City of
Eagle Point website. The draft Eagle Point Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Master Plan was
presented at the February 25, 2020, City Council meeting for review and
recommendations. The next step is a formal two week public review process. For
additional information please contact Robert Miller robertmiller@cityofeaglepoint.org or
(541) 826-4212 ext 105.

PUBLIC WORKS – ROBERT MILLER, P.E., PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
Public Works Maintenance and Operations
Public Works began replacement of the Museum’s irrigation system, one of this year’s projects.
The landscaping beds are being redone as part of the overall project improvement. Working in
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conjunction with Fire District 3 and EP Police Department, locations for no parking signs were
marked for the McLoughlin Meadows subdivision.The speed radar sign on Robert Trent Jones
will be relocated by Public Works from Silverado Way to near Pumpkin Ridge Drive.
Public Works is continuing to prune the street trees along street planters. As the trees mature the
branches become susceptible to damage from parked vehicles, buses or the street
sweeper. Trimming the branches helps the overall health of the tree, with the goal to prevent
future damage.
The following was completed this month by Public Works Operations:
 Public Works is opening and closing the restrooms each regular business day (Lucas Park
and Mattie Brown Park); the Police Department after hours. Beginning next week the
bathrooms at Chamberlain Park will also be open for the season.
 A gate was installed at Lucas Park (off S. Shasta Avenue). Hours were posted for the
gate opening at 8:30 each day.
 Water meter registers were replaced for the new electronic meter read software.
 Tree trimming/pruning was completed: Hannon Road, Teakwood, and Old Highway 62;
ongoing in EP Golf Course and Hillsborough Estates.
 Street sweeping continued.
 Air Filters were changed at City Hall and all city owned facilities for the quarter.
 Fire extinguishers and emergency lights were checked.
 Fleet maintenance was completed on several vehicles, including the sweeper.
 Water Leak repairs was completed at Buchanan Avenue and Merlee Circle; patching of
the pavement was completed for the water leak repairs.
 Repairs are in progress at Chamberlain Park on the slide.
 Public Works and the front office continued training on Cartegraph.
 Maintenance was completed on the 4.0 MG pump station emergency generator
 Greenway Spray sprayed pre-emergent and herbicide in several areas of the City to
reduce weeds.
 Ashpole was set up and cleaned for each event.

New gates and park sign at Lucas Park off S. Shasta Avenue
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East Main Street/Stevens Road Improvements
Knife River Materials completed the sidewalks and lighting for Stevens Road. Operations to
complete the fences, seeding, and striping is scheduled to begin the week of March 23, 2020.

The City has ordered a mailbox center to replace the temporary mailboxes on E. Main Street.
Over the next few months the two driveway connections on E. Main Street will be completed. A
separate project has been initiated to construct ADA ramps at Robert Trent Jones Boulevard and
Stevens Road.
Linn Road
The last major items were completed on Linn Road to finalize the main contract. The culvert
sealant on the headwalls was completed and the ADA ramp finished. The fence adjacent to the
culvert was repaired and anchored to the retaining wall.
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Utility Permits
With increased development in Eagle Point, utility relocations and repair have increased
significantly over the past year.

RVSS utility repair at S. Shasta Avenue

Rogue Valley Sewer Services (RVSS)
RVSS has two major projects planned for Eagle Point. The first project includes a sewer
replacement project on Grady Street, Haley Street, and Platt Place tying into Fargo Street and
Royal Avenue. Gas line relocations by NPL, Avista’s contractor, have begun on the Platt and
Fargo Sewer Rehab. Construction is anticipated to start on the project in the next two weeks.
For additional questions, please contact Rogue Valley Sewer Services. Updates will be provided
in each Friday letter.

Development
Development in Eagle Point continues at a steady pace, with signs of activity increasing in 2020.
This includes residential construction, new subdivisions, and new commercial. Several meetings
and coordination continued on potential upcoming development. See the Planning Department
update for additional details on upcoming development.
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Eagle Point Golf Community – Phase 16A
Public Works/Engineering approved the civil engineering plans for construction. The traffic
analysis of the S. Shasta Avenue and Arrowhead intersection was completed by Southern Oregon
Transportation. Construction on the storm system began February 10, 2020. Construction on the
water system began February 21, 2020, on the lower end of Arrowhead Trail.

Road base at Arrowhead (Glenwood Subdivision)
Sienna Hills Phase 6B
This development is paved. The City provided comments on the final plat, currently being
reviewed by the County Surveyor. Sienna Hills Phase 6B will add another 11 residential lots
available to Eagle Point. The first two buildings are under construction. The second permit is
pending final plat approval.
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Tree City USA
Eagle Point received Tree City recognition for year 28 from the Arbor Day Foundation. Eagle
Point is one of 67 communities in Oregon to receive the notification. The Eagle Point Garden
Club and Guardians of the Museum would like to honor Helen Wolgamott and all she has done
for the community. They are proposing to donate a tree to be planted by Public Works at
Harnish Wayside Park and Visitors Center. A proclamation is scheduled for the March 10, 2020
City Council, selecting Arbor Day as Friday, April 10, 2020. The Guardians and the Eagle
Point Garden Club will provide refreshments at the ceremony, scheduled for 4 pm on April 10
at the Harnish Visitor’s Center.
GSI Water Rights Strategy
Eagle Point has been meeting with the Medford Water Commission and Partner Cities since
September of 2017 to mutually discuss and plan issues that affect the region’s water. The
meetings have been a very positive, collaborative process and involve the cities of Ashland,
Central Point, Eagle Point, Jacksonville, Phoenix and Talent.
Over the last several years, MWC and each individual City by contract have been responsible for
the planning, purchase, and perfection of their own individual water rights. The planning and
perfection of water rights can typically be a very contentious issue; however the current efforts
have taken a very cooperative approach to planning for the region’s water rights.
The Medford Water Commission at their February 19, 2020 City Council began initial discussion
on a regional water rights strategy. GSI Water Solutions presented the overall concept to the
Commission. Staff from Eagle Point was present to offer background and discussion on the
process, in addition to Central Point and Jacksonville. The Commission will continue the
discussion, and the 93-page report was forwarded to the Commission and Partner Cities after the
meeting. The discussion will be provided at a future Council meeting.
South Shasta Avenue
South Shasta Avenue continues to be a focus by Public Works. A discussion on potential
improvements to the South Shasta intersection at Alta Vista will be brought forward to a future
City Council meeting. Southern Oregon Transportation is currently analyzing the intersection
with potential improvements to the current sight distance concerns. Options are being created,
based upon the outcome of the traffic analysis, and are scheduled to be presented to the Council
in April.
Robert Trent Jones
Public Works is relocating the speed radar sign on Robert Trent Jones from near Silverado Way
to near Pumpkin Ridge Drive. The location was a collaboration between the City Engineer and
representatives from the community. A striping plan is proposed for the Council in April.
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2020 Pavement Management Program
The City completed the second year of the renewed 5-year pavement maintenance program in
2019. S. Buchanan Avenue from Linn Road south was repaved in October of 2019. This section
of pavement was rated in “poor” condition in the 2018 Pavement Management Program Budget
Options.
The First Five Years
In September of 2012, the Council consulted with Capitol Asset & Pavement Services, Inc. to
complete a Pavement Condition Survey, which rated pavement conditions throughout the City
using an industry-recognized standard known as the Pavement Condition Index (PCI). Pavement
condition is rated on a scale of 1-100. Eagle Point pavements were rated from very poor to very
good, with the following categories: PCI 0-30 very poor; 30-50 poor; 50-70 good; 70 to 100 very
good. Overall the City received an average “good” rating of 74 in 2012; however, a pavement
maintenance program was needed to keep the pavement from further deterioration.
For the first five years of the Pavement Maintenance Program (2013-2017), the City funded
approximately $2.1 million of improvements. A strategy was developed for pavement
maintenance, simplified as below:
 Streets Rated Poor or Very Poor
Paving (overlay or grind and repave)
 Collectors and Arterials
Modified Chip Seal
 Residential
Seal Coat
Updated Budget Options Report
The 2018 Pavement Management Program Budget Options report from Capitol Asset and
Pavement Services, Inc. was completed and presented to the Council in February of 2018. The
overall rating of the City’s pavement was increased significantly in the first 5 years to a
pavement condition index (PCI) of 82, an overall rating of “good.”
To maintain the good rating of 82 through 2022, the Budget Options Report provided four
scenarios. The current investment in Scenario 2 is based upon $200,000 each year.

Approximately 1.9% of the pavement deteriorated to “poor”, with 8.8% classified as “fair” in the
2018 report. The streets rated as poor in the current 2018 report include: Ortega Avenue, Sarah
Lane, Minerva Avenue, E. Main Street, and S. Buchanan Avenue. All of these streets were
repaved in the first two years of the renewed program. Sarah Lane was completed in June of
2018 as part of the sewer line replacement by Rogue Valley Sewer Services (RVSS). Minerva
and sections of Ortega Avenue and E. Main Street were also completed in 2018. S. Buchanan
Avenue (half street) was completed in October of 2019. The other half had previously been
paved by RVSS prior to the City’s pavement maintenance program.
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Additional streets were added to the City’s network in 2018: Greenview Drive, Karic Way,
Andrea Way, Sandi Way, and portions of Bradley Way and Amy Way. The McLoughlin
Meadows dedication also included additional funding for pavement maintenance. Projects to
replace water service lines are proposed for McLoughlin Meadows, which will be followed by
pavement maintenance on each successive street.
To maintain the overall ‘good’ rating of 82 through 2022, the 2018 Budget Options Report
provided four scenarios. The significant investment by the City over the last 5 years reduced the
fund balance significantly, with $200,000 being proposed each year (Scenario 2). If the rate of
$200,000 per year continues long term, the current overall street condition will decline.
House Bill 2017 (Keep Oregon Moving)
HB 2017 provides for an estimated $5.3 billion over the next ten years to the state (ODOT),
cities and counties. The revenue comes from an increase in gas tax, vehicle registration and
license fees over 7 years. While it is unknown what share of the funds Eagle Point will receive,
an estimate of $150,000 a year for 10 years was assumed for Scenario 3. The first few years of
the program were significantly lower than the $150,000 average.
In addition to HB 2017, the city’s Transportation Utility Fee (TUF) was increased, and a
franchise agreement completed with RVSS. Both provide additional funding for the program.
2020 Pavement Management Program
Staff is again proposing a series of projects for crack sealing, seal coating, paving, chip seal, and
a new pilot project for a Micro Coat (see Attachment 4). With an estimated $200,000 for 2020,
only one section of Eagle View Drive is proposed to be repaved. Onyx widening is proposed to
be completed with a planned sewer replacement project by RVSS in March of 2020.
A chip seal or possible slurry seal is proposed on Robert Trent Jones from Eagle View Drive to
Alta Vista Road in 2020. This section of road was chip sealed in 2014, with a 7-10 year life
expectancy. The chip seal strategy is rotated each year on the collectors and arterials (Hannon
Road, Alta Vista, Crystal Drive, Ridgeview, and Teakwood). The pavement maintenance for
Robert Trent Jones is being accelerated to accommodate the proposed restriping efforts. Other
lesser cost options are being considered, including a slurry seal or partial seal coat.
Due to traffic control concerns on Eagle View Drive and Silverado, a new strategy is being
proposed, called a Micro Coat. The seal coat was planned for these two entrances in 2018, but
the cure time of the seal coat strategy required closing half of the street. The Micro Coat strategy
provides a treatment between the seal coat and full chip seal. This work was postponed from
2019.
Staff will provide a presentation of the City’s Pavement Management Program at the March 10,
2020 Council meeting.
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES – MIKE UPSTON,
PLANNING DIRECTOR

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY
OVERVIEW
This map provides an
overview of land development
in the City, with updates on
the most active projects in the
pages that follow. Heavy
activity in our residential
subdivisions continues, along
with one multifamily project nearing completion and an on-going infill of new housing in
various parts of the City. Commercial development includes a new preschool coming to Platt &
Napa, rehab of the State Bank building on Main Street, construction of the Pariani Business
Center at Platt & Loto, on-going phased work at Storage Emporium on Hannon Road, and a new
free-standing sign now under construction for Eagle Point Family Dentistry at Nita & Hwy 62.
Our long range work includes completion of an historic property survey and two land
annexations, preparation for the 2020 Census, and promotion of our downtown development
incentives. On-going coordination with our regional partners includes participation in land use,
housing, transportation and economic development initiatives in the valley. We also continue to
interface with Southern Oregon Regional Economic Development and Business Oregon, and
interact with state and federal agencies on a variety of land use matters. Along the way, there’s
interaction with other city departments, staff support to the City Council, Planning Commission
and Community Development Commission, and fielding public inquiries on land use regulations,
property development, and a variety of community issues.
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CURRENT LAND DEVELOPMENT
Lang Duplexes
Construction is nearly completed on
the three 2-story duplex buildings at
the north end of Shasta Avenue,
which includes major roadway
improvements and an expanded
entrance to Little Butte Park.

North Barton Road Subdivision

Home construction continues to
move along steadily for these 55
lots
which
received
final
subdivision approval in 2018.
When finished, there will be 30
detached homes and 25 attached
homes on this 11 acre project area,
with the detention basin to serve as
a public drainage facility.
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Sienna Hills Subdivision, Phase 6b
The civil improvements (underground utilities, lighting and the street) have been completed and
we expect to be approving the final subdivision plan once a small property purchase from ODOT
has been completed. That will be followed by permitting for home construction on 13 lots,
which we expect to start by this coming spring.
Mt Pitt Estates Subdivision
The contractor has mobilized on site and City review of the civil engineering plans continues.
Upon approval, we’ll see installation of the project infrastructure and recording of the final
subdivision plan thereafter, with eventual permitting for home construction on 10 lots which we
expect by Spring.
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Emerald View Subdivision, Phase 2
These eight new lots shown in the image at right are
now marked for sale with real estate signs and we
await building permit applications and construction
plans for new single family detached homes.
Eagle Point Golf Community Subdiv, Phase 16
Civil engineering plans for the Arrowhead Trail
connection (Phase 16A) have been approved and site
work continues in that area. Meanwhile, the City will
continue to work with the developer on the civil
engineering plans Phase 16B – Woodlands Drive. The
drawing below shows the traffic-calming features
being incorporated into the roadway design, and
landscape designs for a couple of open space areas to
be provided along Arrowhead Trail, including a path
down to Lucas Park. Once the work has been
completed, permit issuance for new home construction
will begin, expected later this year into 2021 and 2022.
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Pariani Business Center
Progress continues on this 3,500 SF office building at the corner of Platt & Loto Streets in the
Downtown. When finished, there will be space for three tenant areas, paved parking, patio area
for tenants, an additional street light and site landscaping.

State Bank Building
The structural/seismic reinforcement
work has been completed and the
contractor is making great progress to
accommodate future commercial
tenants. The photos provided here show
the before & in-progress work, with a
brick-colored paint outside and solid
wood beams inside for structural

reinforcement. More progress photos
when we get inside the building again.
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LONG RANGE PLANNING
Check It Out! Historic Property Survey
The recently completed 173-page reconnaissance level historic property survey of 100 properties
within Eagle Point is available for viewing at the
Planning Department.
Next Steps: Now that this has been completed, the
Commission (as the historic preservation oversight
entity) has a choice about what to do with it, and
whether/how to move forward with subsequent
preservation-related activities. Typical options
include conducting intensive-level surveys for
individual properties, seeking designation on the
National Register of Historic Places, providing
property owner outreach & education, public outreach, creation of an historic district overlay (we
already have a version of this), adoption of design standards, and creation of a local benefits
program. We’ll be running these options by the Commission this year.
Regional Transportation Planning
The Rogue Valley Active Transportation Plan is almost complete.
The finished product will identify the best regional and connector
routes to prioritize for planning/
design/ construction/ expansion or
improvement, with a focus on the Bear
Creek & Rogue River Greenway
connections. Implementing the plan
will be an ongoing inter-agency
conversation, with regional routes that
will take more time to develop and
connector routes that will likely be
implemented more quickly. The routes to Eagle Point (see the map
below) and Jacksonville are examples of this.
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Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization (RVMPO)
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) will discuss the following items at the next meeting:
1) Continued from February: The RVMPO has roughly $350,000 in additional planning funds
(FTA Section 5303 dollars) carried over for several years. Now ODOT wants to program
these funds in the upcoming fiscal year. Local jurisdictions have been asked to submit
planning requests for review and recommendation by the TAC, and the TAC is providing
MPO staff with the following directions:




Extend the deadline for funding requests to Friday, Feb 28th.
Requests must be submitted in writing to the TAC for review.
Provide a breakdown of the funding.

The following options are currently being considered for use of the additional funding:


A series of five items submitted by RVTD totaling $160,000. These include a Transit
Development Guidelines document, a Virtual Transit Stop Database, Identification of
Transit/Sidewalk/Bicycle Connections, Identification of Transit Center Locations &
Multimodal Nodes, and an RVTD Campus Master Plan.



Additional funding suggested by RVMPO staff for the Oregon Household Activity
Survey totaling $140,000. The OHAS is a comprehensive study of the demographic and
travel behavior characteristics of Oregon residents. The survey results document
demographic and travel behavior characteristics associated with typical weekday personal
travel across the state. The resulting data has supported the update and development of
several regional and statewide travel demand models and informed policy-related
questions.



The City of Medford’s suggestion to give all of the roughly $350,000 to ODOT to
undertake a regional study of the South Stage Road extension across I-5. This is part of a
long term $40 million plan to improve Foothill Rd from Hillcrest to Coker Butte. As part
of the roadway improvement plan, an extension of South Stage Road will be built on the
east side of the freeway. Long term plans call for an overpass on I-5 to connect the west
and east sections of South Stage Road and to create an east-west corridor from Foothill.



Additional planning studies submitted by local jurisdictions, with the written support and
willingness by ODOT Region 3 to undertake such a study.

2) The TAC is also continuing its discussion regarding the Vilas Road Interchange Area
Management Plan.
Background: For the past three years, ODOT has been undertaking an analysis of a potential
interchange at the Hwy 62 Bypass/Expressway at Villas Road. The Oregon 62: Interstate 5 to
Dutton Road Final Environmental Impact Statement requires ODOT, the City of Medford and
Jackson County to prepare Interchange Area Management Plans (IAMPs), and adoption of the
plans to ensure regional and statewide mobility function of the new expressway & interchanges.
The preferred alternative identified in the FIES includes an access-controlled expressway with
four interchanges:
 A southern terminus interchange with either I-5 or Hwy 62 (completed).
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An interchange with Vilas Road, about 3 miles north of I-5.
An interchange with Hwy 62 on the south side of White City (completed).
A northern terminus interchange with Hwy 62 near Dutton Road.

ODOT is preparing this IAMP for the future interchange on the Hwy 62 Expressway
overcrossing with East Vilas Road, along with widening of Vilas from three lanes to five lanes
between Hwy 62 and Table Rock Road.
Regional Land Use Planning Activities
Below are some of the issues currently being discussed with other jurisdictions in our monthly
regional land use planning forum.
Geographic Information Systems
Technical Advisory Committee (GIS
TAC): Support has been requested of area
Planning Directors and managers toward
the formation of a regional GIS TAC. The
goals of this informal TAC will be to
improve resource and information sharing
and serve as the guiding advisory body for
our area should HB 2906 receive funding
to implement.
Climate Adaptation & Resilience
Planning: There are a variety of
discussions, studies and initiatives in our
region on this topic. One of the most
succinct documents is titled Climate
Change Vulnerability in Ashland and the Rogue Valley, released in 2016. Jackson County has
also done similar work, and now Medford is working on a version of their own.
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADU’s) in Residential Zones Outside of Urban Growth Boundaries:
If pending legislation is approved, Oregon counties would be authorized to allow landowners in
rural residential zones to construct an ADU. These are currently prohibited outside city limits.
ADUs would only be permissable in rural residential zones, as opposed to exclusive farm use or
forest zones intended for agriculture or forest uses. Whether to allow them and whether they can
be used for short-term vacation rentals would also fall to the County’s discretion. In Jackson
County, short-term vacation rentals are not currently allowed. Whether ADUs contribute to
traffic congestion or cause other undesirable conditions could be considered in the County’s
decision whether to allow them.
Our work preparing for the 2020 Census is wrapping up. In mid-March,
invitations will be provided to complete the Census form, including a count
for everyone in the home. Responders will have the option of responding
online, by phone, or by mail. Here’s a summary of what’s happened so far,
and what’s still to come:
 January – September 2019: The Bureau opened more than 200 area census offices across the
country to support and manage the census takers.
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 August – October 2019: Census takers visited areas that have experienced a lot of change and
growth to ensure that the Bureau's address list is up to date.
 January 21, 2020: The Bureau started counting the population in remote Alaska, starting in
the rural Alaskan village of Toksook Bay.
 March 12 – 20, 2020: Households will begin receiving official Census Bureau mail with
detailed information on how to respond to online, by phone, or by mail.
 March 30 - April 1, 2020: The Bureau will count people who are experiencing homelessness
over these three days. People will be counted in shelters, at soup kitchens and mobile food
vans, on the streets, and at non-sheltered outdoor locations such as tent encampments.
 April 1, 2020: Census Day is observed nationwide and every home will have received an
invitation to participate in the count.
 April 2020: Census takers will begin visiting college students who live on campus, people
living in senior centers, and others who live among large groups. Census takers will also
begin conducting quality check interviews to help ensure an accurate count.
 May – July 2020: Census takers will begin visiting homes that haven't responded to help
make sure everyone is counted.
 December 2020: The Bureau will deliver apportionment counts to the President & Congress.
 March 31, 2021: By this date, the Bureau will send redistricting counts to states. This
information is used to redraw legislative districts based on population changes.
Why It’s Important
Almost every community has districts — for schools, emergency services, and so on. The
Census provides the official data used to draw up these districts. Also, the Census is the primary
way to get an accurate demographic profile of our community. Even if a community’s
population hasn’t changed much recently (not the case in Eagle Point), the Census will suggest
change that might be coming. The Baby Boom generation is an example. Even if the population
of an area seems stable at the moment, what about kids that move away - or retirees? Those
changes could affect the housing and municipal services needed in the future. Even when total
population doesn’t change much, the population characteristics do.
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